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Background: It is widely recognized that both doctors and patients report discontent regarding pain management provided and received. The impact of chronic pain on an individual’s life resonates beyond physical and mental suffering; equal or at times even greater impact is observed on an individual’s personal relationships, ability to work, and social interactions. The degree of these effects in each individual varies, mainly because of differences in biological factors, social environment, past experiences, support, and belief systems. Therefore, it is equally possible that these individual patient characteristics could influence their treatment outcome. Research shows that meeting patient expectations is a major challenge for health care systems attempting to provide optimal treatment strategies. However, patient perspectives and expectations in chronic pain management have not been studied extensively. The aim of this study is to investigate the views, perceptions, beliefs, and expectations of individuals who experience chronic pain on a daily basis, and the strategies used by them in managing chronic pain. This paper describes the study protocol to be used in a cross sectional survey of chronic pain patients.

Methods and analysis: The study population will comprise of individuals aged ≥18 years, who have experienced pain for ≥3 months with no restrictions of sex, ethnicity, or region of residence. Ethics approval for our study was obtained from Humans research ethics committees, University of Adelaide and University of South Australia. Multinomial logistic regression will be used to estimate the effect of duration and character of pain, on patient’s perception of time to recovery and supplement intake. Logistic regression will also be used for estimating the effect of patient-provider relationship and pain education on patient-reported recovery and pain intensity.

Discussion: Knowledge about the perceptions and beliefs of patients with chronic pain could inform future policies, research, health care professional education, and development of individualized treatment strategies.
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Introduction

The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) defines chronic pain as “pain that persists beyond the normal tissue healing time, usually ≥3 months”, in the absence of an obvious underlying biological cause.1 With nearly 20% of the population affected worldwide, chronic pain has become a disease in its own right, rather than just being considered a symptom.2,3 Furthermore, chronic pain is often associated with numerous physical and psychological complications such as disability, sleep disturbances, fatigue, depression, and social isolation. The traditional approach for managing an injury or other illness of diagnosis and treatment offers little hope to individuals experiencing
chronic pain by trapping patients with chronic pain in a vicious cycle of trial and error treatments. Both patients and their doctors struggle with pain management with studies reporting a feeling of inadequacy about providing optimal treatment among physicians and dissatisfaction among patients concerning the treatments provided.

Studies show that between 40% and 60% of the general population use dietary supplements to promote health and manage conditions. Approximately 33% of those who use supplements quote pain as the primary reason. However little is known about their benefits as perceived by patients with chronic pain. Moreover, pain is a subjective sensory emotional experience, which may be influenced by an individual’s biological, environmental, social, and psychological factors. Together with belief systems and expectations, these factors may also guide individual experiences, and influence treatment outcome(s). Even though studies report factors which predict chronic pain, their association with patients’ perspectives of chronic pain and its management has not been studied extensively. In addition, meeting patients’ expectations is an important objective for health care systems as it appears to improve treatment satisfaction between 8% and 25%. Aligning patient expectations with a management plan can enhance treatment outcome and benefits.

Best practice insight recommends publishing a protocol prior to undertaking the study as it facilitates awareness of the research in progress. It also helps to maintain the transparency in reporting of the study. This paper describes the protocol and the questionnaire used in a cross-sectional survey of individuals who experienced pain for ≥3 months.

Aim and objectives
The aim of this study protocol is to investigate the views, perceptions, beliefs, and expectations of individuals who experience chronic pain on a daily basis, and the strategies used by them in managing this pain. The objectives of this study protocol are to investigate if pain-related factors (such as duration and characteristics) and pain education, affects chronic pain patients’ intake of supplements and perception of recovery. This study will also examine if health professionals support, and pain education to family and employer is related to pain intensity and perception of time for recovery in patients with chronic pain.

Methods
Design
An online survey method was selected for this study as it is cost-effective and easy to administer; unlike face-to-face interviewing, a survey provides a standardized approach allowing uniformity of questions asked to all participants. It also provides access to individuals without geographical dependency thus allowing the collection of rich data. Although online surveys may limit participation from individuals without access to the internet the advantages of this method have been shown to outweigh the disadvantages in terms of external validity.

A questionnaire was designed specifically for this study following the checklist for reporting results of internet e-surveys (CHERRIES) protocol for the ethical reporting of surveys and was administered online using Survey Monkey. Ethics approval for this study was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Adelaide (approval no: HREC-2016-0712) and the University of South Australia (application id: 0000035791).

Recruitment
The survey was advertised on multiple educational, basic, and clinical science websites and on social media in different countries, including Australia, Ireland, India, New Zealand and the US. Individuals accessing these websites were invited to participate in the study if they met the inclusion criteria. The survey was open for participants from all ethnicities and regions of residence. Data collection ceased by the end of October 2016. All participants activated an electronic consent prior to beginning the survey.

Inclusion criteria
Individuals for inclusion in the survey should be: 1) currently aged 18 years and above and 2) must have experienced pain ≥3 months duration.

Exclusion criteria
Individuals are not eligible to participate in the survey if: 1) their current age is below 18 years; 2) they suffer from acute pain of <3 months duration; and 3) they do not consent to be a part of the survey study.

Consent and confidentiality
Individuals who click the link to participate in the study are first taken to an information page. The information page describes the proposed study, its relevance and also outlines what type of information will be asked from the participants and the time required to complete the survey. The information page notifies the participants that the survey is voluntary and their choice of participating or not participating will have no effect on their own pain management in any way. It also
provides the participants with information regarding whom to contact in case of distress or if they have a complaint. The information page also explains that the survey is completely anonymous—information that could disclose the participant's identity is never asked at any stage during the survey.

**Data storage and handling**
The data was stored on a secure computer owned by University of Adelaide, with password-controlled access. Only the research team (all authors listed) had access to the data.

**Sample size**
Sample size calculations for estimation are based on three parameters, the variance or spread of the observations, the precision and the level of significance, or probability of type-1 error.

\[
 n = \left(\frac{1.96^2 \times P(1 - P)}{d^2}\right)
\]

where \(n\)=sample size, \(P\)=estimated population proportion, \(d\)=precision of the estimate.

For this sample size estimation, the values chosen were \(P=0.5\) and \(d=0.05\). Thus, it gives a sample size of 384 with 95% confidence interval and 80% power. This is the simple random sampling approach.26

**Questionnaire development**
Currently, there are very few studies examining the perspectives and the expectations of individuals who experience chronic pain regarding their pain management. Due to the unavailability of validated scales of chronic pain patients' perspectives, this questionnaire was developed by the team of authors through discussions and literature search. The questionnaire (Supplementary material) comprises of 5 sections and 39 items in total. A pilot study to verify the face and content validity of the questionnaire was conducted prior to finalizing it.27

**Analysis**
**Statistical analysis plan**
All analyses will be performed using STATA 14.1 Statistical software Release 12.

Multinomial logistic regression will be performed to estimate the effect of duration and character of pain; education about pain and variation in supplement intake on chronic pain patients' perception of time to recovery. Univariate logistic regression will be used to examine the effect of support received from health professionals, family, and employers on chronic pain patients pain levels, quality of life, and physical goals. The analysis will be adjusted for confounding factors such as age, sex, education, employment, and marital status.

Simple descriptive statistics such as mean, proportions, and variances will be described for the entire sample. Participants will be described in terms of pain duration, average length of their consulting time and frequency of visits, and satisfaction about their education and involvement in pain management.

**Measures**
**Dependent variables/outcomes**
1. Patients’ perception of time to recovery. Information regarding participants’ perceived time to recovery from their current pain problem will be collected.
2. Supplement intake. Information regarding each participant’s intake of complementary medicines or dietary supplements (eg, calcium, magnesium, fish oil) and alternative medicines (eg, Chinese, herbal, Ayurvedic) will be collected, in addition to information regarding testing of vitamin D, vitamin D deficiency, and vitamin D supplementation.

**Independent variables/confounders**
1. Demographic data. Information regarding each participants’ age, sex, area of residence, education, employment, and marital status will be collected.
2. Pain history. Information pertaining to each participants’ history of current pain problem such as diagnosis received, duration, character, and intensity of pain will be collected.
3. Pain education. Information regarding method of education received, provider of education and influence of education on understanding, and management of pain will be collected.
4. Goals from pain management. The goals from pain management are classified into pain related outcomes; quality of life and physical functioning. Information pertaining to each classification will be collected.
5. Other variables. Information regarding each participant’s most recent health care consultation, as well as information regarding provision of pain education to their family and employers, and its perceived impact on their recovery time will be collected.

**Dissemination**
The results from this survey analysis will be included as a chapter in MG’s thesis and published in peer-reviewed
scientific journals as well as used for conference presentations. The results of the study will be made available via the institutional websites.

**Discussion**

We aim to better understand whether patients’ perspectives, views, and beliefs about their chronic pain management are associated, with perception of time to recovery and particularly with reference to testing and prescription of supplements. Moreover, the study has been promoted internationally and it is anticipated that the analysis will capture the variability of patients’ perceptions and beliefs across countries (if the distribution of the sample obtained allows subgroup analysis). It is also expected that the results from the survey study will provide insight about what patients with chronic pain expect from their pain management and how these expectations are challenged by the duration of pain, the character of the pain, the quality of pain education, and support of health professionals. A deeper understanding of patients’ perceptions with regards to their pain management will enable researchers, policy makers, and health professionals to design policies, interventions and prevention strategies which are tailored to individual patient needs and are intended to improve the treatment outcome.

This study will also provide information on intake of complementary and alternative medicines, dietary supplements, nonpharmacological therapies, and educational sources most frequently used by the chronic pain patients for managing their pain. It is also anticipated that this evidence-based knowledge will describe the self-management strategies most frequently implemented by chronic pain patients.
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